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2025 marks 100 years of serving our guests. 
We are filled with heartfelt gratitude to you, 
our loyal guests, for trusting us to fulfill your 
travel dreams - and I sincerely thank you for 
being part of our global Tauck family. 

You continually inspire us, with your feedback 
and wish lists, to innovate, to move forward, 
and to raise the bar. I’m pleased to introduce 
new 2025 journeys, destinations, and favorite 
trips from years gone by – reimagined for 
you, today’s travelers. 

The future is here – and we look forward to 
joining you on travels for a new centennial.

With warmest regards,

With Gratitude 

Daniel W. Mahar, CEO
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Heritage Journeys
Moving forward often includes a look back – and 

by popular demand, we’re bring back a few of 

our “heritage” tours – revised and enhanced in a 

contemporary way: 

•  A Celebration of Roses, featuring the Rose 

Parade, that will kick off our 100th celebration

•  Two small ship cruises in the Mediterranean and 

the Aegean 

• England & the West Country – the tour that 

launched “The Yellow Roads of Europe” in the 

1990s returns, along with an updated take on 

one of our first France trips 

•  Cuba, a favorite destination of ours in the 1930s, 

and the 2010s, returning in 2024 and 2025

Reimagined Travels
We’re reimagining some of our most popular 

journeys in 2025 beginning with: 

•  Northern Spain, now including the rich cultural 

heritage of French Basque Country 

•  Our Spain and Portugal 14-day journey, 

where we’ve created a more comprehensive 

experience on the Iberian Peninsula

A Century 
Of Travel
We’re delighted to bring you this 
exciting, curated collection of new 
and reimagined tours in our 100th 
year. The spirit of innovation that 
created our company is very much 
alive today in new generations, 
inspiring in all of us a restless 
desire to continually move forward. 
New for 2025, we’re so pleased
to introduce: 

New Land Trips & Cruises
We continue to evolve with the needs and desires 

of guests like you, to constantly make things better 

and better – and to discover new experiences that 

will delight you, including: 

•  Two new Tauck Bridges family adventures in 

Japan and Scotland, interactive family fun for 

every generation of your family 

•  Two new A Week In... journeys with travels 

through the northern Italy region of Piedmont and 

the heart of Switzerland 

•  A new river cruise on the Rhine and Moselle, 

bookended by Paris and Prague

•  Nine days in Colombia traveling in and around 

Bogotá, Medellin and Cartagena 

•  A journey exploring America through its musical 

roots from Nashville to New Orleans 
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We could think of no better way to launch our 100th anniversary 

year than by bringing back A Celebration of Roses, combining small 

group sightseeing tracks by day with exclusive private gala evening 

events held in premier venues. You’ll view the iconic 2025 Pasadena 

Tournament of Roses® Rose Parade, with an opportunity to attend 

the 111th annual Rose Bowl Game (at additional cost). 

Highlighted by:
•  Four nights at the premier Beverly Wilshire, A Four Seasons Hotel 

in the heart of Beverly Hills; take a studio backlot tour and visit The 

Huntington Library and its fabulous Botanical Gardens

•  A gala New Year’s Eve celebration based on “1920s Hollywood.” 

It’s been romanticized, immortalized and idolized, paying 

cinematographic tribute to legions of stars since the 1920s when 

filmmaking first began and defined “Hollywood” as a name in itself 

•  A behind-the-scenes look at the Rose Parade Float Construction 

Barns to see the many-petaled floats that will line the parade route

A Celebration
of Roses
5 DAYS / DEC 29, 2024 – JAN 2, 2025
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Pasadena Tournament of Roses® Rose Parade
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Nashville, Memphis, New Orleans... country music, the blues, jazz...

Since 1960, when Tauck first introduced guests to New Orleans, 

music has woven the cultural fabric of these genres together. 

Embark on a journey connecting these cities via the Blues Highway 

and Cajun Country – with multiple-night city-center stays – and 

discover the musical legacies defining them. 

Highlighted By:
•  A private New Orleans jazz event at Preservation Hall, and an 

after-hours visit to the Memphis home of Elvis Presley, Graceland 

•  A behind-the-scenes look at the country music industry during a 

private songwriter session at Nashville’s Country Music Hall of Fame

•  Film vignettes exclusively produced for Tauck by documentary 

filmmaker Ken Burns (Country Music and Jazz) who shares 

personal insights into these “uniquely American art forms”

Music of America: 
Nashville to 
New Orleans
9 DAYS / MAR - MAY; SEP - OCT
Small Group Departures Available

NORTH AMERICA LAND JOURNEY
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Cuba: A Cultural 
Odyssey
7 DAYS / 2024 OCT – DEC; 2025 JAN – APR; OCT – DEC

We’re returning to Cuba, having first introduced guests in the 1930s 

then again in the 2010s – and our new journey connects you with 

people and Cuban culture from Havana to Viñales. Discover the past 

and meet Cuba’s future on travels where you’ll learn, and discover, 

during people-to-people interactive cultural exchanges.

Highlighted by:
•  A journey that begins with one night in Miami, spends five nights in 

Cuba, and includes a round-trip flight Miami – Havana – Miami

•  Opportunities to learn about local artisans work and vintage 

American cars... cigars, baseball and music... Ernest Hemingway’s 

Cuban connection on a visit to his home... farming & sustainability

•   Exclusive experiences that foster meaningful cultural connections 

when you interact with Cuban families, artists, musicians, students, 

educators, agricultural workers, artisans, entrepreneurs, and others
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LATIN AMERICA JOURNEY
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Join us for our inaugural year of travels in Colombia – a truly idyllic 

destination with its biodiversity, variety of stunning landscapes, 

art treasures, rich cultural legacies, culinary (and coffee) delights. 

Discover the vitality of Colombia today, and what makes it so 

compelling, on visits to three cities intertwining the country’s cultural 

and historic fabric, each with its own unique story to tell. 

Highlighted by:
•  Two nights in Bogotá, high in the Andes, providing insights into the 

legacy of Simon Bolivar and fabulous art within two museums 

•  A three-night stay in Medellin exploring its 10-year transformation, 

from culture to infrastructure developments and community projects 

•  Three nights in charming Cartagena, on the Caribbean coast, where 

the architecture is colonial, the arts flourish, and history reigns

Colombia: 
South America’s 
Eternal Spring
9 DAYS / JAN - APR; SEP - DEC
All Small Groups Averaging 24 Guests

LATIN AMERICA JOURNEY
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Our new-for-2025 Tauck Bridges family journey will be epic – one 

that your family will remember a lifetime, where traditions of the past 

meet modern cultural traditions of today, creating moments that are 

unforgettable. From Tokyo to Hakone, Hiroshima and Kyoto, your 

family’s journey is expertly planned, all inclusive and fun for every age. 

Highlighted by:
•  An opportunity to discover Japanese cultural traditions with

hands-on activities that include learning Taiko drumming, a sushi

making class, and mastering the art of Origami

•  A cruise aboard a pirate boat, riding the Hakone Ropeway, a visit to

a castle, unique activities to learn about Ninjas and Samurais

•  Multiple-night stays at premier hotels in the heart of Tokyo, Kyoto

and Hiroshima, with a ride on the Bullet Train

Journey Through 
Japan... A Family 
Adventure
10 DAYS / JUN – AUG

TAUCK BRIDGES FAMILY JOURNEY
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Sicily, the Amalfi Coast & Rome was one of the earliest small ship 

cruises in our Mediterranean portfolio – and for 2025, we’re setting 

sail once more. Explore stories of antiquities steeped in history and 

mythology, experience a myriad of natural wonders, and spend two 

nights in Malta, two nights in Rome, at premier hotels. 

Highlighted by:
•  All-included shore excursions are from ports such as the island of 

Gozo; Trapani, Siracusa, Giardini Naxos (Taormina) and Palermo on 

Sicily; and Amalfi on the Italian mainland 

•  Regional wine – and culinary specialties – discoveries along with 

introductions to local traditions, artisans, and more

•  Cruise aboard a Ponant Explorer ship – elegantly designed, 

environmentally friendly, with just 92 staterooms and suites

Sicily, 
the Amalfi  Coast 
& Rome
12 DAYS / MAY – JUN; SEP – OCT

SMALL SHIP CRUISING
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We’ll be returning to Istanbul, Türkiye in 2025 on an Aegean odyssey 

aboard a Windstar small ship. Our voyage blends ancient with 

modern in a kaleidoscope of discoveries both mythic and epic. Go 

back in time in Greece... sail to islands steeped in legend, lore and 

sunshine... and chart a course for Türkiye, where antiquities and the 

stories of the ages are explored along the Turkish Riviera to Istanbul.

Highlighted by:
•  Multiple-night stays at premier hotels in the centers of Athens and 

Istanbul, and an 8-night cruise discovering the best of the Aegean

•  Ports of call include the islands of Santorini, Mykonos, and Lemnos 

•  Unique experiences include dining under a canopy of stars during 

dinner at the Library of Celsus in ancient Ephesus

Aegean Voyage: 
Athens to 
Istanbul
14 DAYS / APR; SEP – OCT

SMALL SHIP CRUISING
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Prague, Czech Republic
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Our newest river cruise begins and ends in the heart of Europe’s 

most romantic capital cities – Paris, France and Prague, Czech 

Republic, with 9 nights along the Main, Rhine, Moselle and Danube 

rivers and a transit through the historic Rhine-Main-Danube Canal. 

Highlighted by:
•  A cruise along the Rhine and Moselle rivers – waterways renowned

for commerce and trade, distinctive wine and varietals, picturesque

small towns and villages – and thousands of years of history

•  Shore excursion choices providing an opportunity to personalize

your river cruise and explore what interests you most

•  Two-night stays at premier hotels in the heart of Paris and Prague,

highlighted by a Tauck exclusive evening in Prague featuring a

reception and dinner at Lobkowicz Palace in Prague Castle

Romantic 
Capitals: 
Paris to Prague
14 DAYS / APR – JUL; SEP – OCT

EUROPEAN RIVER CRUISING
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One of our first European journeys, through England’s southern 

countryside, is brought back for 2025 – reinvented. Explore romantic 

English landscapes that reveal timeless stories; they’re settings for 

some of the world’s favorite novels, locations for film and television, 

and locales for some of history’s most memorable events. 

Highlighted by:
•  The Cotswolds – one of England’s most picturesque regions, with 

green rolling hills and centuries-old villages with winding streets, 

stone cottages and names such as Stow-in-the-Wold 

•  Cornwall – Rugged coastlines, sandy beaches, coves, forests and 

picturesque fishing villages – if you’ve read any Daphne du Maurier, 

you’ve envisioned Cornwall, one of her favorite settings

•  Bath is renowned since Roman times for its thermal waters, spas 

and local stone – it’s a treasure trove of Georgian architecture 

England & the 
West Country
10 DAYS / APR - OCT
All Small Groups Averaging 24 Guests

EUROPE LAND JOURNEY
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Our new-for-2025 Tauck Bridges family adventure in Scotland is 

a blend of James Bond – meets Outlander – meets Harry Potter... 

Designed for every generation of your family, enjoy unforgettable 

Scottish experiences where you’ll learn about traditions such as 

bagpipes, tartans, falconry – and the “Hairy Coo.”

Highlighted by:
•  Three nights at premier hotels in Edinburgh and Inverness, plus

two nights in Pitlochry, immerse in history, legends and stories

•  A visit to Fort William, on the western end of the Great Glen, puts

your family in familiar film locations, from James Bond’s Skyfall to

The Jacobite steam train – a.k.a. “Hogwarts Express”

•  A cruise on mysterious Loch Ness... and your family discovers

whether centuries of “Loch Ness Monster” stories could be true

8 DAYS / JUN – AUG

The Legends 
of Scotland

TAUCK BRIDGES FAMILY JOURNEY
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The welcomes are warm and the Alpine outdoor world rejuvenating 

on our new one-week journey through the heart of Switzerland. 

Multiple-night stays provide an opportunity to immerse in nature, 

from the Alps to the dramatic scenery of Lake Lucerne, experiencing 

cultural, culinary and wine traditions. 

Highlighted by:
•  Explorations in the French-speaking Lausanne / Montreux region 

that surrounds Lake Geneva, known for its Olympic connections, 

wine and Romanesque architecture

•  Rail journeys that include travels aboard the Golden Pass line 

through stunning Swiss landscapes; the historic steam train, Brienz 

Rothorn Railway; and a cogwheel train to the “Top of Europe” 

•  The old-world charms of Lucerne, a steamboat cruise on Lake 

Lucerne, and an excursion on Europe’s first mountain railway 

A Week In...
Switzerland
8 DAYS / APR – OCT
Small Group Departures Available
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We’re bringing back one of our first journeys in France – with a new 

twist for 2025. Regional cuisine, and some of the world’s favorite wine, 

are enjoyed in exclusive experiences on our journey from Paris to 

Lyon that takes you through Dordogne and Bordeaux to the seaside 

town of Biarritz on the French Basque coast. 

Highlighted by:
•  Three nights in Paris (the capital of France) and two nights in Lyon 

(considered the food capital of France) bring new discoveries in 

food, wine, cuisine and the arts 

•  Six nights in Dordogne and Bordeaux immerse in mesmerizing 

landscapes, thousands of years of history, and exceptional wine 

•  A two-night stay in lovely Biarritz, in the heart of Basque country, 

introduces a cultural identity unlike any other in France 

Paris, Dordogne 
& Bordeaux
14 DAYS / APR - JUN; SEP - OCT
Small Group Departures Available

EUROPE LAND JOURNEY
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Reimagined for 2025, explore the rich cultural legacies within the 

Iberian Peninsula that span centuries and borders. From Lisbon 

to Seville, the Costa del Sol to Madrid, discover vestiges left by 

multicultural influencers in architecture, art and music – cuisine and 

wine – and stories that define the past to understand the present. 

Highlighted by:
•  A taste of royal life in Sintra on a visit to what was once the 

exquisite hilltop summer palace of Portugal’s monarchs

•  Exploring one of the world’s most significant art museums – Museo 

Nacional del Prado – in Madrid, accompanied by a local guide

•  Going off the beaten path and exploring the whitewashed villages 

of Andalucía... trend-setting Marbella... the mysteries of Gibraltar...

Spain and 
Portugal
14 DAYS / MARCH – NOVEMBER
Small Group Departures Available

EUROPE LAND JOURNEY
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Northern Spain is defined by its natural beauty, beautiful beaches, 

Basque cuisine, medieval villages, revered wine, eclectic range of 

architectural styles and amazing art, from Gaudí’s masterpieces to 

some of the world’s best modern works. One of our most popular 

journeys enhanced for 2025 with new experiences & ways to explore.

Highlighted by:
•  A two-night stay at the Frank Gehry-designed Hotel Marqués de

Riscal in Elciego including a private tour of the winery with a tasting

•  A two-night stay at Parador de Santiago de Compostela, thought to

be one of the world’s oldest hotels, established in 1499 to shelter

pilgrims making their way to Santiago on the “Way of St. James”

•  A day spent exploring French Basque Country, including the

seaside resort towns of Biarritz on the Bay of Biscay and St Jean

de Luz, where Louis XIV was married and privateers once ruled

Northern Spain: 
Barcelona to 
Porto
14 DAYS / APR - OCT
Small Group Departures Available
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Piedmont, the second-largest region in Italy, lies at the top of Italy’s 

“boot” as well as at the foot of the Alps – bordering both France and 

Switzerland. Our newest one-week Italian journey introduces you 

to a region unlike any other, known for its wine, hazelnuts, and the 

acclaimed white truffle.  

Highlighted by:
•  Two nights in Turin, the capital of Piedmont, celebrated for its 

sophisticated cuisine and Baroque architecture

•  Three nights in the Langhe wine region, home of Italy’s “Slow Food 

Movement” – food that is locally grown and prepared, consumed 

with appreciation (as opposed to “fast food”) 

•  Two nights on pristine and picturesque Lake Maggiore, lined with 

villas from the Gilded Age and stunning gardens 

A Week In...
Piedmont
8 DAYS / MAR - OCT
All Small Groups Averaging 24 Guests

EUROPE LAND JOURNEY



Langhe wine region




